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year-old Timothy Doner from New York City has taught himself to speak 23 languages from
Hebrew and Arabic to Swahili and Chinese. Timothy speaks 23 languages, to be exact. By
teaching himself over summer vacations and on weekends, he has achieved fluency in
Hebrew.
org/article-ioannis-ikonomou-the-man-who-speakslanguages html Do you think that's
Apparently this is a very intelligent guy who works with languages for a living, and also loves
them so 23; 12; 12; 10; 9; 9; 7; 5; 5; 2; 2. A polyglot is a person with a command of many
languages. A polyglot may also be called . Peter Frankl, juggler and mathematician, speaks
twelve languages: English, Prakash Raj is an Indian actor who can speak Tulu (his mother
tongue ), Gallery of Philologists Jean-Francois Champollion 23 December – 4 . Here's one kid
who's never struggled in a high school language class: year- old Timothy Doner can speak 23
languages, and he learned. He can speak French, Dutch, Japanese, Chinese, Swahili and as
many as 23 languages! He is what is called a hyperpolyglot – someone. In a way it is: it
describes someone who speaks a particularly large number of foreign languages, someone
whose all-consuming passion for. Guy who speaks 50 languages meets random people at malls
and speaks their language. The surprise and delight on their faces is always. When Ioannis
Ikonomou arrived in Brussels as an interpreter, the EU had 12 official languages. He learnt
them all - then kept going.
Fazah claims to be able to read and speak 58 languages including Arabic, Polish , Thai, Urdu,
Norwegian, and many more. While Fazah has.
I speak six languages fluently, and can say some things in perhaps a dozen more. “This is a
guy with videos in 50 languages. It was like. What do you say to a man who knows more
languages than you can think of? . languages at the University of Pittsburgh an I hope to know
1/23rd if what Could you please add English to the list of languages he can speak.
PUBLISHED: , Tue, Sep 8, UPDATED: , Tue, Sep 8, 0 Watch man speak alien language to
Patrick Moore Bernard Byron, from Essex, who claimed to speak the languages of aliens from
Pluto and.
However, what about learning over 10 foreign languages? Malaysian Traveller Amazed By
This Kid Selling Souvenir Who Can Speak Over 10 Languages - WORLD “What really
shocked me was another boy who is so talented. . 23yo Guy Dates Cockroach for a Year After
He Fell In Love With Her.
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